
BL FUND SELECTION ALTERNATIVE STRATEGIES
a sub-fund of  BL Fund Selection SICAV 

Fund Fact Sheet

Fund Information Investment policy
ISIN Code LU1526088379
Net assets (Mio Eur) 295.9
Launch date 12/12/2016
Reference currency EUR
Management fee 0.70%
Performance fee No
Legal structure SICAV
Domicile Luxembourg
European passport Yes Performance since launch
Countries of registration AT, BE, DE

ES, FR, LU, NL, SE, SG

Fund Managers
Fabrice Kremer
has managed the fund since 2013
He joined BLI in 2006

Charles de Lamaëstre
co-manager
He joined BLI in 2019

Management Company
BLI - Banque de Luxembourg 
Investments S.A.
16, boulevard Royal
L-2449 Luxembourg
Tél: (+352) 26 26 99 - 1

Performance 1 mth
Year to 

date
2021 2020 2019 2015 2013

Dealing & Administrator Details BLFS Alternative Strategies -0.2 0.0 -2.9 0.9 -3.2 3.9 -3.6
European Fund Administration Moyenne Lipper** 0.2 1.0 -8.0 4.3 0.9 5.1 -5.6
Tél: (+352) 48 48 80 582
Fax: (+352) 48 65 61 8002

Max. drawdown 
Year to 

date
2021 2020 2019 2014 2013

Dealing frequency: daily* BLFS Alternative Strategies -1.4 -3.7 -1.5 -12.1 -1.8 -5.6
Cut-Off time: 12h Moyenne Lipper** -2.0 -9.9 -1.4 -11.6 -1.2 -6.6
NAV publication : www.fundinfo.com

Performance 3 mths 6 mths 1 yr 3 ans 5 ans 10 ans
BLFS Alternative Strategies -0.8 -0.4 -2.0 2.0 -5.2 -
Moyenne Lipper** -0.6 1.5 -3.2 3.2 -2.2 -

Annualised performance 1 yr 3 yr 5 ans 10 ans
BLFS Alternative Strategies -2.0 0.6 -1.1 -
Moyenne Lipper** -3.2 1.0 -0.4 -

Annualised volatility 1 yr 3yrs 5 ans 10 ans
* Luxembourg banking business day BLFS Alternative Strategies 1.9 2.6 3.2 -

30/04/2023

**Lipper Global Mixed Asset EUR Cons - Global

BL FUND SELECTION is a "SICAV" (Investment Company with variable share capital) governed by Luxembourg law and promoted by BLI – Banque de
Luxembourg Investments. This fact sheet is intended for information purposes only and cannot be considered as an investment advice. Before investing in the BL
FUND SELECTION Shares, it is important to check the adequacy between the projected investment and the investment objective, such as the risks and charges of
this investment. Investor could assume losses in part or in full when investing in this product. Subscriptions will only be accepted and shares issued on the basis of
the latest prospectus and the Key Investor Information Document (KIID), the application form, the most recent annual report or the latest semi-annual report, if this
postdates the most recent annual report. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. The funds in the BL Funds range are subject to supervision by the
CSSF. 

The aim of this sub-fund is to achieve long-term capital growth. This flexible sub-fund invests
a minimum of 51% of its net assets in investment funds investing in various asset classes.
Most of these investment funds are specialised in investment strategies deemed
“alternative”. The underlying investment funds may adopt short positions when they are
seeking to benefit from the sale of certain assets of which they are not the holder or through
derivative products. The remaining assets may be invested in c”. The underlying investment
funds may adopt short positions when they are seeking to benefit from the sale of certain
assets of which they are not the holder or through derivative products.
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CSSF. 
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MARKET REVIEW

Although economic growth is slowing, it remained positive in the major regions during the first quarter. In the US, GDP grew at an annualised rate
of 1.1% quarter-on-quarter, below expectations and below the 2.6% recorded in the last quarter of 2022. This weaker-than-expected growth was
primarily due to a slowdown in business investment and low inventories although consumer spending grew by 3.7%. In the eurozone, GDP grew
by 0.1% quarter-on-quarter, also slightly below expectations. Activity stagnated in Germany and grew slightly in France, while Italy, Spain and
Portugal recorded stronger expansion. In China, the reopening of the economy boosted the growth rate to 4.5% year-on-year thanks to a rebound
in domestic consumption. Outside China, the economic slowdown is expected to continue in the coming months, in some places gradually leading
to a shift to negative growth rates.
Persistent inflation in services is preventing further easing of price indices excluding energy and food. In the US, headline inflation fell from 6.0%
in February to 5.0% in March. Excluding energy and food, inflation remained virtually unchanged, edging up from 5.5% to 5.6%. The Federal
Reserve’s preferred price indicator, the PCE (personal consumption expenditures) deflator excluding energy and food, declined from 4.7% to
4.6%. In the eurozone too, inflation is softening at a slower pace. From April to May, the inflation rate even increased slightly, from 6.9% to 7.0%.
Excluding energy and food, inflation declined from 5.7% to 5.6%.
The next meetings of the US Federal Reserve's Open Market Committee and the European Central Bank's Governing Council will take place in
the first week of May. At the time of writing, the meetings had not concluded. A 25 basis point increase in key interest rates on both sides of the
Atlantic seems to be the most likely scenario.
The authorities’ swift interventions to end the turmoil in the banking sector triggered by the collapse of Silicon Valley Bank and Credit Suisse last
month restored calm on the financial markets. Government bond yields proved stable, ending April at levels similar to those at the end of March.
The benchmark 10-year yield dipped from 3.47% to 3.42% in the US, but rose from 2.29% to 2.31% in Germany, from 2.79% to 2.88% in France,
from 4.09% to 4.17% in Italy and from 3.30% to 3.36% in Spain. Since the start of the year, the JP Morgan EMU Government Bond Index has
risen by 2.3%. 
After showing strong resilience in March despite the banking crisis, equity markets appreciated slightly in April, a month that is traditionally
favourable for share prices. However, the strength of the European currency held back the MSCI All Country World Index Net Total Return in
euros, and it fell 0.2% over the month. In local currency, the S&P 500 in the United States gained 1.5% (in USD), the Stoxx 600 in Europe 1.9%
(in EUR), and the Topix in Japan 2.7% (in JPY). The only index to retreat was the MSCI Emerging Markets, down 1.3% (in USD). In terms of
sectors, defensive companies (most of which reported robust results) and oil stocks performed best, while companies in other more cyclical
sectors are beginning to be affected by the economic slowdown. 
The return to calm on the financial markets was not helpful to safe haven currencies, enabling the euro to appreciate from 1.08 to 1.10 against the
dollar. The dollar’s weakness boosted precious metal prices, which held onto the significant gains recorded the previous month. The price of gold
rose by 1.1% from $1,969 to $1,990 per ounce. The price of silver surged by 4.0%, from $24.1 to $25.1 per ounce.

PORTFOLIO REVIEW

BL Fund Selection Alternative Strategies gave up -0.2% in April, slightly underperforming the average for funds in its category, which gained
+0.2%. Since the start of the year, they have turned in respective performances of 0% and +1.0%. The portfolio was penalised by the scale of the
decline affecting some strategies and ended the month in negative territory despite 17 of the 28 funds posting gains. Unfortunately, many of the
funds that increased over the month only did so in very small proportions. Among the long/short equity strategies, overall performance was mixed
with 7 out of 12 funds in positive territory, three of them posting the best monthly results in the portfolio but four of them being among the worst
six. Performances in this category ranged from -2.8% to +3.7%. The funds in greatest difficulty were Franklin K2 ActusRay European Alpha and
Liontrust European Strategic Equity, which gave up over 2%. On the other hand, DNB TMT Long/Short Equity (+3.7%) benefited from earnings
releases that were very favourable to its positioning while Eco Advisors ESG Absolute Return (+1.7%) continued its good momentum from March.
The trend-following funds (CTAs) generated a positive result, with four of the funds in the portfolio in positive territory between +0.4% and +1.2%.
Finally, among the other funds in the portfolio, and in particular the arbitrage strategies, Lumyna BofAML MLCX Commodity Alpha, the largest line
in the portfolio, saw its fine run come to an end and consolidated by -1.3%, still +6.8% in 2023 which offsets this month's slight difficulties.
Assenagon Alpha Volatility (-2.8%) was penalised by a decrease in volatility during the month. The convertible arbitrage strategies were all stable.
Among the long/short credit strategies, Butler Credit Opportunities performed well (+0.5%) while Lyxor Chenavari Credit flatlined. Lastly, among
the global macro funds, performance was slightly negative.
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Current Portfolio

Breakdown by type of strategy

Top holdings Performance attribution
LUMYNA BOFA MLCX COMMODITY ALPHA 6.1% Underlying funds
ASSENAGON ALPHA VOLATILITY 5.3% avr-23
CIGOGNE UCITS M&A ARBITRAGE 4.9% DNB TMT LONG/SHORT EQUITY 3.7%
FRANKLIN K2 ELECTRON GLOBAL UCITS 4.8% ECO ADVISORS ASG ABSOLUTE RETURN 1.7%
MAN GLG ALPHA SELECT ALTERNATIVE 4.1% LUMYNA MW SYSTEMATIC ALPHA UCITS 1.3%
LYXOR EPSILON GLOBAL TRENDS 4.0% BOUSSARD&GAVAUDAN ABSOLUTE RETURN 1.3%
LUMYNA MW SYSTEMATIC ALPHA UCITS 4.0% LYXOR EPSILON GLOBAL TRENDS 1.2%
BUTLER CREDIT OPPORTUNITIES 3.9%
EXANE OVERDRIVE 3.8% avr-23
LYXOR BRIDGEWATER ALL WEATHER SUST 3.5% ML ABRAX MERGER ARBITRAGE UCITS -3.4%

0.0% 3.3% FRANKLIN K2 ACTUSRAY EUROPEAN ALPHA -2.8%
ASSENAGON ALPHA VOLATILITY -2.8%
LIONTRUST EUROPEAN STRATEGIC EQUITY -2.5%

THREADNEEDLE PANEUROP. ABS. ALPHA -1.9%
All performances are denominated in EUR
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Luxembourg Investments. This fact sheet is intended for information purposes only and cannot be considered as an investment advice. Before investing in the BL
FUND SELECTION Shares, it is important to check the adequacy between the projected investment and the investment objective, such as the risks and charges of
this investment. Investor could assume losses in part or in full when investing in this product. Subscriptions will only be accepted and shares issued on the basis of
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postdates the most recent annual report. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. The funds in the BL Funds range are subject to supervision by the
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Best underlying funds

Worst underlying funds

0.4%

39.4%

7.1%

12.1%

41.0%

Cash

Others

Global Macro

Trend following

Long/Short Equities
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Disclaimer 30/04/2023

This document is issued by BLI - Banque de Luxembourg Investments ("BLI"). It refers directly or indirectly to one or more financial products (the
"Financial Product") and constitutes a marketing communication within the meaning of Regulation (EU) 2019/1156 of 20 June 2019 on facilitating
cross-border distribution of collective investment undertakings. Economic and financial information contained in this publication is provided for
information purposes only based on information known at the date of publication. This information does not constitute investment advice, an
investment recommendation or a solicitation to invest and should not be understood as legal or tax advice. No warranty is given as to the
accuracy, reliability, timeliness or completeness of this information.

BLI draws the attention of any recipient of this document on the need to use with the utmost caution all information relating to a Financial Product,
in particular that relating to the performance of such Financial Product: 
 Where applicable, any scenarios relating to future performance in this document are an estimate of such future performance based on evidence
from the past on how the value of this Financial Product varies and/or current market conditions. They are not an exact indicator and what you will
get will vary depending on how the market performs and how long you keep the Financial Product. 

 Conversely, the past performance of the Financial Product does not predict its future returns.

In general, BLI does not assume any responsibility for the future performance of these Financial Products and will not be liable for any decision
that an investor may make based on this information. Interested persons should ensure that they understand all the risks inherent in their
investment decisions and should refrain from investing until they have carefully assessed, in collaboration with their own advisors, the suitability of
their investments to their specific financial situation, in particular with regard to legal, tax and accounting aspects. 
They must, moreover, consider all the characteristics and objectives of the Financial Product, in particular where it refers to sustainability aspects
in accordance with Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 November 2019 on sustainability-related
disclosures in the financial services sector. 

Subscriptions in a Financial Product are only permitted on the basis of its current prospectus, Key Information Document (KID) and the latest
annual or semi-annual report (the "Documents"). The Documents are available free of charge at BLI’s registered office at regular business hours.
All the Documents, including the sustainability information and the summary of investor’s rights, are available on BLI's website at www.bli.lu 

Any reproduction of this document is subject to the prior written consent of BLI.

Specific Information concerning MSCI Data:
All MSCI data is provided “as is”. Neither MSCI nor any other party involved in or related to compiling, computing or creating the MSCI data
makes any express or implied warranties or representations with respect to such data (or the result to be obtained by the use thereof) and all such
parties hereby expressly disclaim all warranties of originality, accuracy, completeness, merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose with
respect to any such data. Without limiting any of the foregoing, in no event shall MSCI, any of its affiliates or any third party involved in or related
to compiling, computing or creating the data have any liability for any direct, indirect, special punitive, consequential or any other damages
(including lost profits) even if notified of the possibility of such damages. No further distribution or dissemination of the MSCI data is permitted
without MSCI’s express written consent.

Specific Information concerning GICS Data:
The Global Industry Classification Standard (“GICS”) was developed by and is the exclusive property and a service mark of MSCI Inc. (“MSCI”)
and Standard and Poor’s, a division of The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. (“S&P”) and is licensed to use by Banque de Luxembourg S.A.. Neither
MSCI, S&P nor any third party involved in making or compiling the GICS or any GICS classifications makes any express or implied warranties or
representations with respect to such standard or classification (or the results to be obtained by the use thereof), and all such parties hereby
expressly disclaim all warranties of originality, accuracy, completeness, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose with respect to any of
such standard or classification. Without limiting any of the foregoing, in no event shall MSCI, S&P, any of their affiliates or any third party involved
in making or compiling the GICS or any GICS classification have any liability for any direct, indirect, special, punitive, consequential or any other
damages (including lost profits) even if noticed of the possibility of such damages.

BL FUND SELECTION is a "SICAV" (Investment Company with variable share capital) governed by Luxembourg law and promoted by BLI – Banque de
Luxembourg Investments. This fact sheet is intended for information purposes only and cannot be considered as an investment advice. Before investing in the BL
FUND SELECTION Shares, it is important to check the adequacy between the projected investment and the investment objective, such as the risks and charges of
this investment. Investor could assume losses in part or in full when investing in this product. Subscriptions will only be accepted and shares issued on the basis of
the latest prospectus and the Key Investor Information Document (KIID), the application form, the most recent annual report or the latest semi-annual report, if this
postdates the most recent annual report. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. The funds in the BL Funds range are subject to supervision by the
CSSF. 
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